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Visual discomfort is a signiﬁcant obstacle to the wider use of stereoscopic 3D displays. Many studies have
identiﬁed the most common causes of discomfort, and a rich body of literature has emerged in recent
years with proposed technological and algorithmic solutions. In this paper, we present the ﬁrst com-
prehensive review of available image processing methods for reducing discomfort in stereoscopic images
and videos. This review covers improved acquisition, disparity re-mapping, adaptive blur, crosstalk
cancellation and motion adaptation, as well as improvements in display technology.
& 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Stereoscopic 3D is a popular form of entertainment, and is fast
becoming a large industry. Stereo vision can improve performance
on vision-based tasks [121], as well as audience immersion.
However, many people ﬁnd stereo 3D uncomfortable. Estimates of
the number of people affected vary between 14% and 50%, de-
pending on the study [144,175]. Stereo discomfort is also known to
affect viewers’ emotional responses [11].
There are many symptoms of discomfort [160], which are ty-
pically associated with unnatural viewing conditions, or perceived
instability of the visual world [60]. The basic causes are well un-
derstood, and their effects are quantiﬁed in a wealth of literature
[90,57,179,8,185,138,103]. Despite this agreement on the causes,
there is less consensus on how to go about improving the situa-
tion. Much research has gone into modelling and reducing these
effects which is not addressed by existing reviews. This work
is spread through multiple ﬁelds, including display technology,
optics, graphics, image processing, computer vision, and
ophthalmology.
This paper presents the ﬁrst comprehensive review of com-
putational and technological solutions to the problem of viewer
discomfort and is intended to serve as a reference for researchers,
companies and content developers interested in following this
emerging ﬁeld. Approximately 70% of the material presented here
was published between 2011 and 2016, which indicates the recent
level of activity in the ﬁeld, and the need for a review at this point.r B.V. All rights reserved.
rzić),In order to understand the possible solutions, we begin with an
overview of discomfort factors in this section. We follow it with a
set of best practices for image and video acquisition compiled from
the literature in Section 2. Then we discuss computational models
of discomfort in Section 3, an essential part of any automated
solution. Section 4 introduces algorithmic improvements intended
to reduce discomfort. Section 5 gives a short overview of recent
technological and hardware advances in display technology. We
follow with a discussion in Section 6 and a conclusion.
1.1. Major causes of discomfort
There is a wealth of information in the literature about the
causes of discomfort in stereo viewing [90,57,179,8,185,103]. For
completeness, we brieﬂy introduce main causes of discomfort here
before we address models and solutions. We refer the reader to
one of these reviews for a more detailed discussion of biological
mechanisms underlying visual discomfort.
Crosstalk refers to the incomplete separation of images when
viewing stereo 3D. Instead of one separate view for each eye, there
is interference between images. Crosstalk is considered particu-
larly annoying and it affects both depth perception and visual
comfort [88]. We use the term “crosstalk” to refer to the physical
process of interference, and “ghosting” to describe the related vi-
sual distortion, but the terms are often used interchangeably.
Inappropriate disparity is known to be a major factor in visual
discomfort. Care is needed here because the term disparity is used
in image processing and computer science ﬁelds to refer to on-
screen disparity or parallax (in pixels), while biological community
uses it to refer to retinal disparity (in degrees). For a given stereo
image pair, on-screen disparity is ﬁxed, but retinal disparity will
depend on the viewing distance, viewing angle, and current gaze
direction. Most of the models discussed here process images and
1 Polarised glasses are popular with current LG and Sony TV models. Most
Panasonic and Samsung TVs use shutter glasses, as do NVIDIA gaming products.
Autostereoscopic displays are still comparatively rare, but are offered in high-end
Philips 3D TVs and high-end monitors by LG and Sony. The best known HMDs are
the recently released Oculus Rift and HTC Vive headsets.
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refer to the on-screen parallax. We will specify when we are
talking about retinal disparity. In particular, vertical on-screen
disparities (parallax) caused by misalignment of the left and right
views [88], as well as views with different projections (e.g. toe-in
camera conﬁguration) [9] or sizes all contribute strongly to dis-
comfort. Horizontal disparities are crucial for depth perception,
but the human visual system struggles to fuse excessive dis-
parities. Efﬁcient fusion is only possible in a small region called
Panum's fusional area, close to the horopter (region of zero retinal
disparity), in which the visual system perceives a single object [9].
Excessive retinal disparities are particularly difﬁcult to fuse on the
periphery of the visual ﬁeld. If care is not taken, excessive parallax
can lead to window violations (when an object appears to be in
front of the screen and is cut off by the screen edge) and binocular
rivalry instead of fusion [112].
With human observers, the act of ﬁxating the gaze on a speciﬁc
location in the scene is an inherently three-dimensional process,
where joint eye rotation and focus are performed in order to
achieve clear, single binocular vision. This is accomplished through
a combination of two mechanisms. Vergence is the lateral rotation
of the eyes toward each other in the case of near objects (con-
vergence) or away from each other in the case of distant objects
(divergence). This process results in the object being projected
onto the same area of both retinas, which facilitates binocular
fusion. At the same time, the eyes adapt their focal lengths, to try
bring the converged object into sharp focus, through the process of
accommodation. In the human visual system these processes are
tightly coupled (see e.g. Schor's inﬂuential dynamical model [152])
because in natural viewing the stimuli driving the two processes
are consistent with each other. But a ﬂat stereoscopic display
presents inconsistent stimuli, so the viewer tries to accommodate
to one distance (the distance from the display), while at the same
time trying to converge to the on-screen disparity. This vergence–
accommodation conﬂict is considered to be a major cause of dis-
comfort [52].
Depth-of-Field refers to the depth range in front of the eye
which appears sharp in an image. A related measure is depth-of-
focus, which refers to the range of retinal defocus that can be
tolerated without the perception of blur, with accommodation
maintained constant [187]. It is accepted that depth-of-ﬁeld can
play a role in reducing discomfort [196]. In natural viewing, the
eyes converge on an object of attention, bringing it into Panum's
fusional area where binocular fusion is possible. Due to the cou-
pling between vergence and accommodation, this object is
brought in sharp focus through an accommodative response. Ob-
jects behind and in front of the object of attention are blurred
because of the eye's limited depth-of-ﬁeld. This helps to avoid
binocular rivalry and prevents the visual system from attempting
to fuse objects which, due to being far from the plane of con-
vergence, have excessive retinal disparities. Consequently, artiﬁcial
blur which simulated depth-of-ﬁeld has been shown to reduce
discomfort [19], and experiments show that artiﬁcial blur acts an
accommodation cue and can reduce the vergence–accommodation
conﬂict [183].
Motion can cause discomfort, but not always. In particular, fast
motion in depth is known to be a major cause of discomfort [176].
This extends to sharp jumps in disparity as experienced during
cuts.
Several additional unnatural effects can also contribute to dis-
comfort. The puppet theatre effect is caused when the retinal dis-
parity cues are inconsistent with the expected sizes of observed
objects. For example, a person viewed on a stereoscopic display
may appear to be only a metre away, but appear much smaller
than a real person standing a metre away. This sensation makes
the scene appear artiﬁcial. Another common complaint withstereoscopic images is the so-called cardboard effect, where 3D
objects appear ﬂattened in terms of depth. This effect is caused by
the absence of additional depth cues such as blur along the depth
gradient. Additionally, small camera baselines and limited depth
resolution are known to cause this problem, which can be ad-
dressed by adaptive depth mapping techniques [165]. Finally,
subjecting left and right images to different distortions has also
been shown to both distort the viewers’ 3D perception [94] and
cause discomfort [145]. Common examples include blur and
asymmetric compression.
1.2. Display types
Some of the discomfort factors are speciﬁcally tied to a parti-
cular display technology. Some researchers found differences in
discomfort due to e.g. using passive or active stereo glasses. Stereo
displays are typically divided into displays which require addi-
tional equipment such as stereo glasses or head-mounted displays,
and autostereoscopic displays which work without extra
equipment.1
Stereo glasses can be divided into passive and active glasses.
Passive glasses are typically lighter and use ﬁlters designed to
extract the left and right views from a combined view emitted by
the main display. The most common types are anaglyph glasses,
which use colour-based ﬁlters such as red and blue, and polarised
glasses, which typically use circular polarisation to separate the
two views. Anaglyph displays distort colours but are compatible
with printing, while polarised glasses are the most popular
method for stereoscopic cinema due to their low price and weight.
Active glasses are typically heavier and use time-division
multiplexing, as in the case of shutter glasses. These are synchro-
nised with the main display in order to alternately block the view
of each eye so it does not see the image not intended for it. They
are popular with some types of stereo TV systems and for com-
puter games. High frame rates are needed to avoid annoying
ﬂicker. Additional care is needed to ensure that the views of the
left and right eyes are synchronised, otherwise depth distortion
can result from two eyes seeing views at different times.
Autostereoscopic displays use some kind of optical barrier or
lens to ensure that each eye sees a different image. The most
common types are lenticular displays used for larger screens, and
displays with a parallax barrier, more popular with smaller and
handheld displays. Autostereoscopic displays are attractive be-
cause they do not rely on additional viewing hardware, but they
only provide a limited viewing zone. While some of them can
produce different views for viewers sitting in different locations
(multi-view stereo), autostereoscopic displays in general tend to
suffer from high levels of system crosstalk.
Head-mounted displays use a separate display for each eye. They
are typically heavier than glasses, but allow for more complete
immersion and a sensation of virtual reality when combined with
head tracking. They suffer from short focal distances (e.g. 37 mm
for Oculus Rift) and the large ﬁeld of view contributes to motion
sickness with some people.
There are other types of stereo displays not addressed in this
paper. Mirror and lens displays are used for some experiments
reviewed here, but these are not popular for viewing today's
commercial stereo content, and are not mass-produced in the
same way other displays are. There are also “true” 3D displays such
as lightﬁelds, holograms and volumetric displays which do not
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However, much research is still needed before they become
commercially available on a large scale. In the near future, ste-
reoscopic 3D is bound to remain the most popular way to view 3D
material.2. Improved acquisition
Cinematographers have developed a number of rough rules for
producing comfortable stereo sequences. An early set of guidelines
was provided by Lipton [108] and Kitrosser [85]. Possibly the most
comprehensive list of guidelines was given in Mendiburu's book
[123]. More recent papers have added to this knowledge [109,215].
The recent review of discomfort by Urvoy et al. also provides a
summary of best practices [185].
One major factor is the camera conﬁguration. Toe-in setups
were popular because they reduce the need for cropping, but this
type of ﬁlming results in a mismatch between the views leading to
uncomfortable eye rotation [9] and is discouraged. It is considered
better to use parallel cameras with a baseline comparable to the
human interocular distance, and to ensure that the cameras are
horizontal and calibrated to avoid vertical parallax. Areas which
are not visible to both cameras should be cropped. There are no
hard and fast rules for determining the focal length because op-
timal focal length will depend on the camera geometry and the
zone of comfort. However, geometric methods have been pro-
posed which ensure that the camera parameters during acquisi-
tion (including the focal length) are consistent with comfortable
viewing [27].
In order to prevent excessive parallax, multiple measures are
given. Lambooij et al. mention the “percentage rule”, where cros-
sed parallax (nearer than the screen) should not exceed 2–3% of
the screen width and uncrossed parallax (farther) should not ex-
ceed 1–2% of screen width [90]. Shibata et al. compared this rule to
their zone of comfort and recommend up to 3–4% for near parallax
[163].
Modern ﬁlms use considerably shorter scenes with more cuts
than in the past. When a stereo scene cuts to another stereo scene,
the eyes need to adjust to the new depth. This can take up to
500 ms, and the process is slowed down and made uncomfortable
by the vergence–accommodation conﬂict. It is therefore re-
commended to use longer scenes with fewer cuts [181].
2.1. Detecting discomfort during acquisition
Heinzle et al. [49] proposed a closed-loop system capable of
intuitive adjustments during acquisition in order to improve
viewing comfort. They used a combination of FPGA, GPU and CPU
processing to achieve real-time performance, and the resulting
system makes good acquisition easier, but is not capable of post-
processing videos. Sakamoto and Yakoh applied a real-time cam-
era adjustment system capable of varying vergence for real-time
operation [148]. Jung et al. used depth maps from time-of-ﬂight
cameras to detect situations leading to visual discomfort and warn
the operator during acquisition [73].3. Metrics and models
Rules of thumb described in the previous section help to reduce
discomfort: a recent study showed that recent stereoscopic movies
produced less discomfort than older ones [210]. But in order to
develop automatic methods for improving comfort, we need
computational models capable of predicting discomfort and for-
malising the relation between different factors and perceiveddiscomfort. This knowledge is crucial for developing methods to
automatically process stereo images in order to improve viewing
experience. This section introduces recent discomfort metrics and
models which can transform stereo content into discomfort scores.
3.1. Vergence–accommodation models
Early models of vergence were designed for natural viewing
[153]. Vergence and accommodation in humans are coupled pro-
cesses [154] which can be modelled by a dual-parallel feedback-
control system [114]. Perceptual models for 2D images are not
directly applicable to stereoscopic material, because they do not
account for discomfort factors unique to stereo, so there is a need
to develop new approaches [122]. Traditional metrics such as Zone
of clear single binocular vision (ZCSBV) [41], Percival's zone of
comfort [139], and Sheard's zone [159] are useful, but were de-
signed for viewing natural scenes through lenses and prisms.
Wearing lenses also leads to distortions and vergence–accom-
modation, but they produce a consistent modiﬁcation of the visual
input, which can be adapted to over time, and cues such as depth
of ﬁeld are still present. On the other hand, each stereoscopic
image potentially presents a different vergence–accommodation
conﬂict, depending on image disparities and distance to the image
plane.
The ‘zone of comfort’model, by Shibata et al. [163] is based on a
quantitative analysis of the vergence–accommodation conﬂict. The
authors found that both Percival's and Sheard's models are too
permissive for stereoscopic 3D and developed a new, stricter
model capable of predicting discomfort.
Park et al. combine vergence and accommodation clues to
produce a model for visual discomfort prediction [134]. They ex-
tract features which characterise vergence (disparity statistics)
and accommodation (absence of de-focus blur and differential
blur) and perform regression on the features to predict a dis-
comfort value on novel images. The visual comfort model of Jung
et al. combines three kinds of features: maximum absolute dis-
parity value, maximum absolute disparity difference, and a mea-
sure of window violation [70]. The ﬁrst two are directly related to
the limits of comfortable viewing caused by the vergence–ac-
commodation conﬂict, and the authors propose an automatic
mapping method to improve comfort.
Oh et al. [132] apply a more complex quantitative model of
accommodation and vergence mismatches based on responses of
the fast fusional vergence mechanism. The parameters of this
model are then used as features in a support vector machine
trained to predict the level of discomfort.
3.2. Models based on disparity
Visual comfort for static scenes mainly depends on the screen
disparity offset and range. In dynamic scenes, many factors are
important, primarily the screen disparity range, lateral motion and
changes in screen disparity [91]. Early discomfort models were
largely based on simple disparity measures. Yano et al. used the
ratio of sums of disparities near the screen to those far from the
screen [202]. Nojiri et al. used minimum and maximum disparity,
disparity range, and the dispersion and absolute average of dis-
parity [130].
Kim and Sohn presented one of the ﬁrst visual discomfort
prediction methods. They applied ﬁrst-order linear regression to
horizontal and vertical disparities to produce an overall comfort
score [80]. He et al. noted that discomfort varies by individual and
suggested that disparity models should be personalised. They
proposed calculating a Disparity Discomfort Proﬁle separately for
each viewer. Then this proﬁle can be matched to the disparity
statistics of a particular video to derive a personalised score [48].
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[35] based on psychophysical experiments. This model is im-
portant for disparity adjustment, because it can minimise per-
ceived distortions in the adjusted images. The model of Park et al.
is interesting because they consider both the disparity statistics
and the way they are perceived by the human visual system [135].
They use coarse features derived from the statistics of binocular
disparities and ﬁne features derived by estimating the neural ac-
tivity associated with the processing of horizontal disparities. The
features are then analysed by support vector regression to predict
a comfort score.
Jiang and Shao proposed a visual comfort based on the sparse
coding paradigm [64]. They calculate disparity statistics for a static
scene, and construct a dictionary based on images labelled in
terms of comfort. Then they use sparse coding to represent a novel
scene and derive a comfort score based on the most important
dictionary elements. The same authors noted the difﬁculty in ap-
plying regression to mean opinion scores and suggested an ap-
proach based on preference learning, in which pairs of images are
compared. They trained a classiﬁer to pick the better looking
images from a set of pairs and combined the results into a uniﬁed
score [65].
Not all disparity is equally important, since not all of it attracts
our attention equally. This concept was explored by Mittal et al.
who combined disparity and disparity gradient with indicators of
spatial activity [124] to produce the ﬁrst no-reference visual
quality measure for videos. Finally, Jung et al. used a model of
human attention to improve their algorithm [71]. They used ab-
solute disparity and absolute differential disparity weighted by the
local salience as inputs to a regression algorithm and reported a
signiﬁcant improvement.
While models based on disparity have been successful, many of
them make inherent assumptions about the relation of on-screen
and retinal disparities. Ultimately, discomfort is caused by the
projections of the world on the retina, not the physical image on
the screen. These models are validated using experiments with
ﬁxed viewing distances which constrain the relation between on-
screen and retinal disparities, which explains why they work.
However, they do not account for different viewing conﬁgurations
or important factors which affect retinal disparities such as shift-
ing gaze. This could present an exciting new avenue of research.
3.3. Models based on motion
Several authors have explored how motion affects stereo
viewing discomfort. Hoffman et al. [53] analysed motion distortion
and artefacts caused by time-multiplexing displays and found that
these effects can be minimised by increasing the capture rate re-
lative to the speed of motion and by using a single ﬂash protocol.
They also noted that time-multiplexing can distort the perceived
depth of moving objects.
Human sensitivity to motion in depth follows the Weber–
Fechner law [47], which states that the just-noticeable-difference
between two stimuli is proportional to the magnitude of the sti-
muli. This insight was used by Kellnhofer et al. [75], whose dis-
parity remapping algorithm was tuned to keep the change of
disparity velocity below the just-noticeable-difference threshold.
Bi and Zhou based their model on features constructed by tracking
interest points using a Kanade–Lucas–Tomasi tracker and extract-
ing salient motion depth. The features are then spatially and
temporally pooled to produce a comfort measure [15].
Depth jumps: A particularly jarring type of fast motion in depth,
they are common in stereoscopic video which involve cuts be-
tween scenes. The human visual system needs to adapt to such a
change, which does not occur instantly. Two recent models ad-
dress the temporal aspects of human response to abrupt cuts.Templin et al. measured vergence times using an eye tracker and
ﬁtted a temporal model to the data [181]. Based on their ob-
servations, larger steps in disparity lead to longer vergence
adaptation times. Steps towards the screen are generally faster
(because zero disparity is the special case which removes the
vergence–accommodation conﬂict). In the model by Mu et al.,
response time is mainly affected by the change in disparity and
increases with magnitude of the disparity. It is also affected by
target disparity and target luminance contrast spatial frequency
[127]. Wang et al. proposed a model for visual fatigue caused by
many fast-moving objects and abrupt depth jumps [189]. They
performed statistical analysis of spatial characteristics, temporal
characteristics and scene movement characteristics, extracted
from salient regions, then applied linear regression to the resulting
features to predict visual fatigue.
3.4. Crosstalk models
In order to eliminate crosstalk, it must ﬁrst be identiﬁed. Huang
[58] distinguishes between system crosstalk (related to the device)
and viewing crosstalk (related to the content). System crosstalk
depends on the display itself and can therefore, at least in theory,
be removed through calibration. Weissman and Woods [194]
presented a simple way to measure crosstalk by viewing a test
chart. An early crosstalk model is given by Konrad et al. [87], who
use an additive model which combines the intended image and a
crosstalk term calculated from the intended image and the other
view. This model can be extended to colour images by applying it
to each colour channel in RGB space separately, but the results do
not always agree with human perception. Kang et al. [74] noted
that a model based on lightness difference works best when the
intended image is black, but when the intended image is not black,
colour difference (in the CIELAB space) works better. Zhang and
Shen also presented a method for predicting crosstalk in colour
images without measuring it. They combine the disparity map,
colour difference map and colour contrast map from original ste-
reo images to drive their model [212].
Perceptual models: In addition to measuring or predicting the
amount of crosstalk, it is important to model how it is perceived
by human viewers. Seuntiens et al. presented an early analysis of
crosstalk perception [156] which found that crosstalk is more
visible at larger camera separations. Based on this insight, Xing
et al. built a perceptual model which combined crosstalk level,
camera baseline, and scene content to predict user scores in a
Quality Assessment scenario [199].
An essential problem for reducing content-based crosstalk is
determining the visibility threshold for crosstalk. Wang et al. ex-
amined how contrast and binocular disparity inﬂuence crosstalk
perception and presented an analytical formula for predicting the
visibility and acceptability threshold for crosstalk [191]. A recent
study found that crosstalk metrics based on the Weber–Fechner
law correlate well with human perception [198]. In contrast,
Shestalk et al. performed threshold detection based on a non-
linear Barten's model [161].
Crosstalk models are closely coupled with crosstalk cancella-
tion. Several crosstalk cancellation methods are discussed in more
detail in Section 4.
3.5. Other factors
One of the earliest visual comfort models was based on the
discrepancy between the left and right views caused by distortions
such as blur, vertical on-screen disparity or image compression
[145]. This model was good at predicting discomfort caused by
these less explored factors but did not address the main causes of
discomfort such as excessive disparity and motion in depth.
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portant role in discomfort. They proposed a model which com-
bined disparity magnitude to improve prediction performance
[169]. Their model was later extended to using object size and
relative disparity information [170]. Chen et al. predicted the scene
quality based on a stereoacuity model [25]. They demonstrated
that different processing is needed for foreground-dominant and
background-dominant images and proposed an automatic method
for determining optimal disparity shifts.
Finally, it is important to note that visual discomfort is a dy-
namic phenomenon, and that it changes with time. Kim et al. [84]
introduced a temporal visual discomfort model. They model neural
activity by a second-order differential equation and perform an
analysis in the Laplace domain to examine its stability.
3.6. Models combining multiple cues
In recent years, most models have been built on combinations
on several cues in order to improve prediction performance.
However, it is not at all obvious how the cues should be combined.
An early model by Lambooij et al. [90] used linear regression to
combine disparity range, lateral motion and disparity change into
a uniﬁed score. Choi et al. [32] considered a large number of
possible predictors such as spatial and temporal complexity, mo-
tion, brightness, crosstalk and depth gradient, and then performed
principal component analysis to select signiﬁcant factors. Then
they used multiple regressions to predict discomfort factors, fol-
lowed by a weighted linear combination. In a similar vein, Lee
et al. [95] introduced a 3D visual activity framework which cap-
tures statistics of 3D scenes, including colour, texture, motion and
disparity. They showed that these features can be used as a pre-
dictor for visual discomfort.
In one experiment, Minkowski summation combined with a
high exponent and max-combination yielded the best accuracy in
predicting the overall level of visual discomfort. This suggests that
discomfort is dominated by the most signiﬁcant discomfort factor,
i.e., the winner-take-all mechanism [97]. Finally, Chen et al. sug-
gest that visual discomfort is not a linear function of discomfort
factors and propose applying the Weber–Fechner law [29]. Some
recent models apply machine learning methods to this problem,
by careful feature selection followed by some form of regression
(usually Support Vector Regression – SVR) designed to relate the
features to subjective discomfort scores, as in [31].
Models based on saliency: Following a somewhat different ap-
proach, Iatsun et al. [61] developed a model for predicting dis-
comfort based on eye tracking data: ﬁxations, blinks and focus.
They found that discomfort strongly correlated with spatial sal-
iency, motion intensity and disparity range. Cho and Kang [31]
used object salience derived from region-based algorithms. Then
they extracted features including disparity, motion, contrast, spa-
tial complexity of salient objects and brightness and binocular
asymmetries degree between left and right image to construct
their model. The features were fed into an SVR to predict
discomfort.
Several models have used saliency maps to improve discomfort
prediction, but it is also true that discomfort drives attention. Jiang
et al. [66] proposed a 3D saliency model which explicitly accounts
for visual discomfort. They combined colour saliency, texture sal-
iency and spatial compactness with global disparity contrast to
train a comfort prediction function which classiﬁes scenes into
High-Comfortable (HCVS) and Low-Comfortable Visual Scenes
(LCVS) and used this information to generate a saliency map based
on viewing comfort. Kim et al. [81] add a predicted discomfort
score to other saliency attributes such as motion, disparity and
texture, in order to create a reﬁned 3D saliency map.3.7. Quality assessment
An overview of comfort models would not be complete without
mentioning the available quality assessment algorithms. These
were traditionally concerned with artefacts caused by coding or
compression, but are typically mapped to subjective human eva-
luation, and this is strongly correlated to 3D factors discussed in
the rest of this paper. That said, QA methods are mapped to human
opinion of image quality and not comfort, and these are sometimes
conﬂicting criteria. Modern quality assessment methods have been
adapted to stereoscopic content and, while they do not model
discomfort caused by 3D effects explicitly, discomfort measures
are typically integrated into a complete QoE score and are there-
fore relevant to this discussion. Due to the number of recent as-
sessment methods, there is increasing need to standardise QoE
across labs [10]. For an overview of quality assessment methods
for stereo 3D, we refer to [195]. In this section, we focus on
methods that explicitly incorporate visual discomfort.
It has been shown that the inclusion of disparity error in QA
models improves their correlation with human responses [5], as
does modelling binocular rivalry [26]. Yun et al. produced a no-
reference stereo assessment method without using external depth
maps [205]. Ryu et al. incorporated stereo asymmetry [147]. Both
were shown to improve correlation with human scores. Park et al.
deﬁned a set of universally relevant geometric stereo features, and
built a regression model that effectively captured the relationship
between stereo features and the quality of stereo images. They
report that their model performs on a par with the average human
[137]. Ha and Kim introduced a metric based on temporal variance,
disparity variation in intra-frames, disparity variation in inter-
frames and disparity distribution of frame boundary areas [46].
Shao et al. classify regions into non-corresponding, regions of bi-
nocular rivalry, and regions of binocular fusion [158] and evaluate
them independently before calculating a combined score.
Much research has gone into perceptual evaluation of com-
pressed video. It is known that depth discrimination in humans is
less strong than along the spatial dimensions, but excessive depth
compression can result in unnatural distortion. Pajak et al. in-
troduced a perceptual model for depth compression [133].
3.8. Datasets
We close this section with a set of widely available stereo da-
tasets commonly used to assess visual comfort. With the increased
interest in the causes of discomfort, researchers have moved from
synthetic depth-corrugations to large databases of natural images,
mirroring recent trends in Computer Vision and Machine Learning.
A number of quality assessment stereo datasets are available
[213], which can be used as a basis for psychophysical experiments
and evaluating novel algorithms. The dataset by Corrigan et al.
collects typical broadcasting material combined with typical dis-
tortions [33], but these datasets do not include opinion scores, so
each lab must perform a separate psychophysical experiment,
which makes the results difﬁcult to compare.
The LIVE 3D IQA database by Moorthy et al. combines stereo-
scopic pairs with depth maps and subjective opinion scores
[125,126]. The EPFL datasets of stereo images [44] and videos [43]
by Goldmann et al. also include subjective quality scores. The re-
cent multimodal QoE dataset by Perrin et al. [140] includes sub-
jective scores as well as EEG and ECG readings of the viewers.
Depth maps are error prone. Kondermann et al. presented a 3D
video dataset where the provided depth maps have error bars
modelling their uncertainty [86].
In terms of addressing discomfort speciﬁcally, the recent IEEE
SA standard 3333.1.1 [2] deﬁnes a database of images and videos
for evaluating discomfort based on psychophysical experiments
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images. The KAIST dataset [1] comprises 120 stereo images with
associated discomfort levels, expressed as Mean Opinion Scores
obtained from 17 test subjects. The SCCH dataset [4] comprises 21
stereoscopic videos with subjective scores for discomfort, depth
level and image quality, also expressed as Mean Opinion Scores
from 17 test subjects. These databases are likely to become the
standard for discomfort measurement in the near future.4. Algorithmic improvements
Some causes of discomfort can be ﬁxed during acquisition by
following best practices outlined in Section 2. But this is not al-
ways sufﬁcient for several reasons. Firstly, many modern movies
are produced in 2D and 3D at the same time, and directors may
not wish to compromise their artistic vision by adhering/ to a
much more restrictive set of guidelines speciﬁc to stereoscopic
video. Furthermore, there is much material that was ﬁlmed before
such guidelines were established, and even with modern ﬁlms,
discomfort is still an issue. Finally, comfort is highly dependent on
the display device, and stereo content needs to be comfortable to
view on a variety of devices, which pose different constraints. This
makes the retargeting of stereoscopic videos a very important area
of research, and many of the advances in terms of view synthesis,
remapping and registration have made their way into commercial
products for movie development [40].
On mobile devices, viewers may prefer depths either behind or
in front of the screen-plane [164], depending on their degree of
exophoria (the tendency of the eyes to deviate outward with re-
spect to focal distance). It follows that depth remapping may need
to be user-speciﬁc, and to operate in real-time.
4.1. Disparity range mapping for comfort
Yan et al. [201] deﬁne apparent depth Z from stereoscopic video
as
=
− ( )
Z
ab
b d
, 1
where a is the distance from the screen, b is the interaxial dis-
tance, and d is the on-screen disparity. Disparity mapping can then
be seen as a process which transforms the apparent depth Z with
range [ ]Z Z,min max to a target depth Z^ with range [^ ^ ]Z Z,min max :
( )^( ) = ( ) − + ^ ( )Z W Z Z Zx x , 2min min
where W is a mapping function. Disparity mapping algorithms
mostly differ in (i) the deﬁnition of W: linear or nonlinear, local or
global; and (ii) the process by which the two stereo images are
transformed to obtain the desired disparity: warping, shifting, and
so on.
Early dynamic depth mapping algorithms were limited to 3D
rendering, where scene geometry is known. Probably the ﬁrst
dynamic mapping algorithm was proposed by Ware et al. [193].
They noticed that subjects who were allowed to manually adjust
the amount of disparity tended to prefer a certain range of depths
and proposed a method for modifying 3D scenes rendered by a
computer.
It has been suggested that camera separation equal to the in-
terocular distance in humans is preferable because it most closely
resembles natural scenes. However, special care is needed for
panoramic images, because different directions need different
camera baselines to ensure comfortable viewing [141]. Jones at al.
introduced a geometrical model which allows a camera operatorto choose optimal camera parameters including the baseline width
in order to produce disparities within the acceptable range for 3D
rendered scenes, and also for real cameras. Their work also allows
for real-time processing to account for free head movement of the
observer [68]. Sun and Holliman also presented an algorithm to
automatically scale the disparity range for 3D renderings. They use
the Z-buffer from OpenGL to dynamically control depth by varying
inter-camera distance [177]. Li et al. reconstructed the scene geo-
metry frommultiple views and devised a method for repositioning
the camera and scaling depth in a way that reduces viewing dis-
comfort [101]. It built strongly on the multi-view synthesis pre-
sented in the previous section.
Where full scene geometry is not known, it is useful to have a
separate depth map. Kim et al. extended the disparity scaling
principle multi-view stereo. They use external depth maps to help
disparity calculation and use inpainting to cover the holes result-
ing from shifting pixels [83]. A depth map can be automatically
generated from stereoscopic images in order to manually manip-
ulate depth and generate arbitrary stereo pairs [188]. Wang et al.
improved depth mapping for Depth-Image-Based Rendering, a
common stereo transmission format [190].
Cho et al. introduce a saliency measure in order to reduce
visible warping artefacts [30]. They introduce an energy function
combining geometric distortion and alignment consistency. They
also include a term to limit maximum disparity in order to im-
prove viewing comfort. The warping-based approach by Lin et al.
also incorporates saliency maps and segmentation [106]. It also
adds a cropping stage to detect and remove window violations
which are known to be very uncomfortable. Jung and Ko adjusted
disparities of neighbouring objects to be above the just-notice-
able-difference threshold [69]. The result was more pleasing to
view because there was more perceived depth, but they did not
address excessive disparities or viewing comfort.
Disparity shifting: Most image warping techniques used for
depth mapping produce visible artefacts. A fast alternative is to
shift disparities so that they are centred around the display plane.
Qi and Ho advocate very fast stereo retargeting by using ‘shift
maps’ to move the zero-disparity plane [143], which was found to
improve viewing comfort. Shao et al. use spatial frequency, dis-
parity energy and visual attention to predict the optimal zero-
disparity plane. Then they shift the images so that this plane co-
incides with the display plane [157] and then apply depth scaling
to avoid excessive disparities, which leads to less visual distortion.
In a similar vein, Jung et al. (whose visual comfort metric was
discussed in Section 3) ﬁrst shift then remap [70]. They also in-
clude a cropping stage to avoid window violations, as in [106]. Kim
et al. measured the time required for fusion under different
viewing conditions and used it as a comfort predictor. They used
SURF keypoint correspondences extracted from a novel stereo vi-
deo to estimate disparity distributions and applied face detection
to estimate the viewing distance. Then they shifted the images in
real time to reduce viewing discomfort in real time [79].
As discussed earlier, the depth range of stereoscopic videos
needs to be within a relatively narrow range to ensure visual
comfort. But aggressive depth scaling can produce visible distor-
tions which detract from perceived visual quality. Two proposed
solutions are nonlinear scaling and local depth adjustment. Sohn
et al. proposed local disparity remapping by splitting the depth
map into a coarse and detailed map, and applying a model of
stereoacuity to process objects locally without introducing dis-
tortion [174].
Nonlinear scaling: Nonlinear depth scaling methods for stereo
retargeting have existed for a long time [39]. They have only re-
cently been applied to reducing viewing discomfort. Lang et al.
proposed a nonlinear mapping function based on perceptual in-
sights [92]. It is a method based on sparse correspondences and
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which can be combined to provide a nonlinear and locally adaptive
depth mapping which attempts to match the target disparity
range while maximising viewing comfort. A similar, but simpler
nonlinear mapping was proposed by Wu et al. [197] and patented
in 2012 [24]. They used a squashing function which is linear for
average image disparities and strongly nonlinear for extreme
disparities and reported an improvement in viewing comfort. Sohn
et al. proposed a method which combines global linear scaling
with local nonlinear scaling for problematic regions [172]. The
scene is ﬁrst linearly compressed into the desired disparity range,
then depth planes which strongly contribute to discomfort (e.g.
objects with strong disparity gradients) are locally processed using
a nonlinear operator. Both stages are iterative and continue until
some target comfort level is achieved. Oh et al. proposed a very
similar method. They predicted visual fatigue based on spatial
frequency, disparity magnitude and disparity motion, and then
applied nonlinear remapping to reduce fatigue [131]. The main
difference from [172] is in the perceptual models and mapping
functions used, and that they explicitly enforce temporal co-
herence in moving scenes.
Personalised mapping: Since humans differ in terms of depth
perception and visual discomfort, several user-tailored dynamic
mapping approaches have been proposed. Mangiat and Gibson
introduced automatic disparity remapping for 3D video telephony
on handheld devices [118]. Their main insight is that the object
nearest to the camera (in this case, usually the head of the person
being called) should be placed on the display plane. Bernhard et al.
[14] proposed fast disparity adjustment based on gaze tracking
which is personalised for each user (see also [67]). They only ad-
just disparities at extremities or outside of the user's measured
comfort zone. The retargeting method by Masia et al. is adapted to
a particular display rather than a particular user. They address the
problem common with autostereoscopic displays whose depth
resolution is very limited, leading to strong blurring for disparities
outside of a narrow range [119].
4.2. Artiﬁcial depth of ﬁeld
A signiﬁcant amount of work has gone into dealing with depth
of ﬁeld in stereoscopic viewing. Early experiments with simulated
depth of ﬁeld by Wöpking showed that blurring of non-ﬁxated
areas increases viewing comfort [196]. Further experiments with
mirror displays by Blohm et al. showed that viewers preferred
rendered scenes where only a small sub-volume containing the
objects of interest is presented in full resolution, which they
termed Depth of Interest (DoI) [17]. Artiﬁcial depth of ﬁeld algo-
rithms can be seen as generalised blurring operations
( ) = ⊙I K Ix x , on the image I. Here the kernel Kx at position x
depends on the actual distance-map Z, and on the focus distance
Zf, hence:
( )( ) = ( ) ⊙ ( )I K Z Z Ix x , . 3fx
The proposed approaches differ in determining the desired focus
distance (e.g. through eye tracking or salience models) and the
dependence of the operation on x .
Eye tracking: Artiﬁcial blur was combined with eye tracking by
Talmi and Liu [178], resulting in an autostereoscopic display cap-
able of simulating depth of ﬁeld in real time. With increasing
availability of inexpensive eye trackers, a number of researchers
have built similar systems since then. Hillaire et al. applied this
idea to 3D games and found that it improved immersion [50].
Vinnikov and Allison [186] and Duchowski et al. [38] recently
presented novel displays capable of simulating DoF based on eye
tracking data. The latter system, called the Gaze ContingentDisplay (GCD), was designed speciﬁcally for improving comfort,
but their evaluation showed no signiﬁcant improvement in com-
fort. Moreover, like Vinnikov, they found that viewers prefer sharp
images to artiﬁcial DoF.
Two main reasons are thought to be imprecision of the eye
trackers and the small, but perceptible delay between eye move-
ment and the response of the system. Another reason might be
that recent systems [38,186] keep viewers’ heads ﬁxed, leading to
discomfort. Improvements in eye tracking performance and ac-
curacy will hopefully resolve these questions in future
experiments.
Selective blurring: Eye tracking and selecting ﬁltering in real
time has the disadvantage that it only works for a single viewer.
Alternative approaches have attempted to apply selective blur in a
way that is viewer-independent and can be used for TVs and ci-
nemas. It is known that depth of ﬁeld is especially helpful with
high frequency content associated with large disparities, which
leads to binocular rivalry and diplopia. Leroy et al. described an
algorithm which selectively blurs areas with high disparities and
showed that it improves viewing comfort, but that the output is
less aesthetically pleasing than sharp images [98]. It was shown in
a similar experiment that active blurring improves fusion and
comfort on both a stereo display and a see-through HMD [18]. An
alternative was explored by Jung et al. [72]. In their approach, they
use a salience operator to selectively blur areas deemed less im-
portant. This is essentially averaging over a large number of ﬁxa-
tions and viewers and blurring areas less likely to be ﬁxated.
A simpler model was applied for interactive games with HMDs
by Carnegie and Rhee [19]. They applied dynamic DoF ﬁltering by
focussing on the centre of the screen, arguing that (i) this is where
people will focus most of the time and (ii) focus acts as an at-
tentional cue, so people will be encouraged to look at the centre of
the screen more often. Additionally, they simulated the refocuss-
ing delay to make focus transitions less jarring. They found that
there was a reduction in sickness and discomfort for many, but not
all participants.
4.3. Motion
Although motion in stereo ﬁlms is one of the major causes of
discomfort, comparatively little work has gone into algorithmic
solutions. Motion adds a further cause of discomfort which might
have a complicated dependence on other causes of discomfort (e.g.
excessive disparity). In video, disparity maps can be seen as
functions of position and time: ( )Z tx, . In addition to detecting
excessive disparities in each frame (which depend on the position
x), it is necessary to remove sharp changes in disparity between
consecutive frames at time points t and +t 1. Typically, algorithms
for reducing discomfort will deﬁne a cost function
( ( ) ( + ))c Z t Z tx x, , , 1 such that large changes in disparity are pe-
nalised. Reducing discomfort then amounts to ﬁnding a set of
disparity maps ^ ( )Z tx, which minimise this cost function.
Sohn et al. addressed the problem of fast motion in depth
[171]. Their algorithm detects fast changes of disparity in visually
salient regions and adjusts using local disparity remapping. The
focus on visually salient regions partially helps to preserve the
natural feeling of the scene for human observers, but disparity
mapping is traditionally frame-based, which can result in visible
distortion of smooth motion in depth. Remapping stereoscopic
video needs to take motion consistency into account, such as using
optical ﬂow between successive frames, as done by Lang et al. [92].
Kellnhofer et al. proposed warping model applied to a space–time
cube, which takes account of longer movements in depth and re-
sults in more natural motion [75]. The natural motion is a result of
performing a global optimisation over the entire scene rather than
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proach by Oh et al. also explicitly takes motion into account [131].
They use velocity of motion in depth as one of the factors for
predicting visual fatigue, which drives the disparity mapping
process, but note that their method produces distortions for ob-
jects which move in depth.
A special case of fast movement in depth occurs when one
scene abruptly cuts into another. A simple solution is a fade to zero
disparity [89]. Delis et al. proposed an algorithm for automatically
detecting depth jumps based on average positive and negative
disparities [34]. Another special case occurs when motion in depth
leads to excessive disparities and ﬁnally window violations. Nazzer
et al. presented an algorithm for automatically detecting such
events and issuing a warning [129].
Kellnhofer et al. addressed two causes of false motion: the
Pulfrich effect common with anaglyph glasses and false motion
caused by time-multiplexing displays [76].
4.4. Crosstalk reduction
Algorithmic solutions for crosstalk have been around at least
since Lipscomb and Wooten [107]. Since both left and right views
are known during playback, it is typically possible to model the
amount of “leakage” from one view to the other during a calibra-
tion step, and to subtract a scaled version of the left view from the
right view (and vice-versa) during playback or post-processing, a
process called “crosstalk cancellation”. Konrad et al. [87] give a
general form of the process:
( )ϕ′ ( ) = ( ) + ( ) ( ) ( )f f f gx x x x, , 4
where f is the intended image (e.g. left view), g is the interfering
image (e.g. right view), and ϕ is a crosstalk function. The majority
of algorithmic approaches today use a variation of this process,
and they differ by the exact deﬁnition of the crosstalk function ϕ.
Since it is based on image subtraction, cancellation reduces the
overall brightness of the scene, and can result in washed-out
colours so many algorithms attempt to counteract this. It also fails
in so-called “uncorrectable regions”, where the contribution of
crosstalk is larger than the contribution of the correct image. This
is typically handled through intensity adjustment, the simplest
form being global mapping [87], but this type of mapping is
known to reduce contrast. More recent local contrast reduction is
capable of reducing crosstalk while preserving dynamic contrast in
a scene [36].
Much early work on crosstalk reduction assumed greyscale
images. When these algorithms are applied to the R, G, and B
channels separately, it results in distorted colours [74]. An alter-
native is to scale the luma channel in the YCbCr colour space to
reduce crosstalk without distorting the colours [37]. Zeng et al.
showed that crosstalk can be completely removed by using linear
programming in the YCbCr space [208].
Unlike disparity, crosstalk is highly dependent on the particular
type of display technology used, and different solutions were
proposed for different displays (some hardware improvements are
discussed in Section 5). Early crosstalk cancellation in of Konrad
et al. was applied to time-sequential displays [87] but work on
time-sequential displays is usually combined with hardware ad-
vances. Anaglyph stereo systems traditionally suffer from strong
crosstalk. This can be reduced through heuristic thresholding [149]
or blurring [62]. If the spectral distribution of the display device
and the transmission functions of the anaglyph ﬁlters are known,
crosstalk can be calculated and removed [120], but this informa-
tion is not always readily available. Sanftmann and Weisskopf
presented a quick calibration method for anaglyph stereo with ﬁve
parameters based on a perceptual luminance model [150]. Zenget al. developed a similar model for circularly polarised LCDs
[207,209]. Like their earlier models, they used linear programming
to derive optimal images for crosstalk correction.
Crosstalk is exacerbated by large disparities, so disparity
mapping can also be applied to reduce crosstalk. If disparity is
adjusted so uncorrectable regions are aligned, then ghosting can
be eliminated for that plane [62], but this is not useful for the
general case because it might increase ghosting at other depths.
The solution by Sohn et al. combined disparity mapping and
crosstalk cancellation [171,173]. They ﬁrst detect the areas in the
image where crosstalk is hard to cancel and reduce disparity in
these regions and then proceed with cancellation.
Lenticular lenses are commonly used to construct multi-view
autostereoscopic displays. Such displays suffer from ghosting
caused by leakage from neighbouring pixels and present the ad-
ditional difﬁculty of having to model the complex interplay be-
tween many different views. Chang et al. generalise the idea of
view subtraction to multi-view 3D by constructing a crosstalk
matrix [22]. More recently, Wang and Hou presented a crosstalk
calibration and removal system for lenticular displays by for-
mulating it as a box-constrained integer least squares problem
[192]. Li et al. model crosstalk between vertical neighbouring
subpixels by a shift-invariant low-pass ﬁlter, and propose a ﬁl-
tering method in the frequency domain to reduce ghosting on
lenticular 3D displays [102]. Finally, Zhou et al. presented a uniﬁed
method for intrinsic (leakage from neighbouring pixels) and ex-
trinsic (due faulty manufacturing) crosstalk for slanted lenticular
displays [214].
Most crosstalk cancellation methods process pairs of images,
ignoring temporal aspects. In practice, this leads to jitter with fast-
moving objects. Smit et al. solve this through a dynamic model
that takes movement into account [167]. Their non-uniform model
also accounts for different amounts of crosstalk in different parts
of the image. Hong [55] also noted that users wearing shutter
glasses do not experience the same amount of crosstalk when
viewing from different positions, and proposed an algorithm to
correct for this effect.
With the rising popularity of handheld displays, active methods
are becoming important. Some algorithms are capable of running
in real time, but latency could be a problem for interactive sce-
narios. Crosstalk cancellation was successfully implemented on an
FPGA board [78]. Increased computing power has made active
crosstalk cancellation based on viewing angle for handheld de-
vices possible [23].
Finally, several recent patents have addressed crosstalk. The
ﬁrst method constructs a third “margin” image and uses it for ac-
tive crosstalk cancellation [136]. Later methods remove crosstalk
either by directly modifying one of the views [77], or both of them
[204].
4.5. Stereo retargeting
With the proliferation of different viewing devices, the same
content may be viewed on displays as large as a cinema screen or
as small as a mobile phone. This gave rise to the vast ﬁeld of
content retargeting, some of which has been extended to stereo
content. Most of these are primarily concerned with mapping to a
speciﬁc device without regard for viewing comfort. However, since
they aim at producing a pleasing target image, they tend to im-
prove subjective quality assessment which is at least correlated
with comfort. They are also important because they introduce
powerful depth mapping techniques, many of which can also be
useful for improving viewing comfort as was shown earlier in this
section.
Seam carving: This is a classic content retargeting method [155],
which ﬁnds connected pixel paths in an image reaching from top
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be removed in order to resize the image. Although it can lead to
artefacts, seam carving has been inﬂuential, and several re-
searchers have modiﬁed the classic seam carving retargeting al-
gorithm to stereoscopic 3D. Jhou et al. extended this approach to
RGBD images, so depth can also be resized to ﬁt the target device
[63]. Basha et al. introduced seam carving for pairs of stereo
images. They exploited visibility relations between the two images
(which pixels occlude which pixels in the corresponding view) in
order to produce geometrically correct retargeting [12,13]. They
proved that the resulting pair is geometrically consistent with a
feasible 3D scene.
Image warping: A popular alternative to seam carving is to use
mesh-based warping to transform an image. In order to extend
this idea to stereo images, Chang et al. [21] proposed a method
based on sparsely matched SIFT features followed by mesh
warping. They preserve object aspect ratio and apply a linear
depth mapping to achieve a range suitable for the target device,
where a user can interactively choose the required depth. Yan et al.
extend this idea by enforcing spatial and temporal coherence of
nearby features and the consistency of lines and planes in videos
[201]. Zellinger et al. showed that these results can be further
improved by linear optimisation [206].
These methods work well in regions where there are many
interest points, but may introduce depth distortions in large fea-
tureless regions. Yoo et al. addressed this by introducing a novel
energy function designed to ensure consistent depth for salient
objects [203]. The warping is further reﬁned by Liu et al. [111], who
enforce spatial and temporal coherence of both disparity values
and disparity variation. An alternative approach by Tasli and Ala-
tan proposed user-assisted depth remapping based on superpixel
primitives as graph nodes in a Markov Random Field [180]. Li et al.
balance shape-preservation and depth-preservation constraints in
their stereo retargeting model to derive warping functions which
lead to natural-looking images, but they do not consider or mea-
sure viewing comfort [99,100].
View interpolation: Another common way to produce new ste-
reo pairs involves interpolation between existing views. An early
example of this work is the 4D function called the Lumigraph
which allows the construction of arbitrary new views of a static
scene from a set of existing ones [45]. Zitnick et al. extended this
principle to stereoscopic video [216]. Both methods build a 3D
model of the scene, and Zitnick's approach makes use of layered
depth images to improve inpainting. Similarly, Bleyer at al. calcu-
late a novel right view given a left view and a disparity map which
can be helpful for producing disparity adjustments [16]. Smolic
et al. represent the images using two boundary layers and one
reliable layer [168] and use a combination of warping and addi-
tional hole-ﬁlling mechanisms to improve the resulting view. Al-
though these methods made increasing use of depth information,
they did not address depth scaling or discomfort. They are im-
portant because they lead to the multi-view method by Li et al.
described in Section 4.1 [101].
A recent study by Chen et al. showed that 3D saliency models
are useful for improving 3D retargeting. They used a 3D saliency
model to improve both the seam carving and warping-based ste-
reo retargeting methods [28].5. Improved displays
A stereoscopic display produces a simulation of a real 3D scene.
True 3D displays are expected to solve most problems associated
with stereo 3D [54], but everything seems to indicate that the near
future of 3D displays will be dominated by the stereoscopic
technologies. This has driven recent research into improvedstereoscopic displays, aimed at reducing perceived discomfort.
Different types of displays suffer from different problems. For ex-
ample, shutter glasses have been found to cause more discomfort
than circularly polarised displays [211], but the latter are more
likely to suffer from crosstalk and reduced contrast. Consequently,
new display technology tends to address specialised problems
inherent to each particular type of display.
5.1. Adjusting for viewer pose
An intermittent source of discomfort is the parallax distortion
effect, which occurs when the viewer adjusts the position of their
head. Jones et al. addressed this in their system [68] which was
capable of calculating new views based on the actual viewing
position determined by a face tracker. Different viewing positions
also generate distortions due to afﬁne transformations incon-
sistent with natural viewing. Li et al. did not address the issue of
parallax, but instead proposed a model which can adjust the image
on an anaglyph display for multiple ﬁxed viewing positions. They
demonstrate the principle using an anaglyph display and six
viewing positions [104].
5.2. Multi-focal displays
Disparity mapping can reduce discomfort caused by the ver-
gence–accommodation conﬂict, but only a novel display can ad-
dress the underlying cause. Varifocal displays capable of automatic
adjustment of the focal plane have been shown to improve com-
fort [162,166], but they rely on a fast and accurate refocusing
mechanism and accurate eye tracking and suffer from current
technical limitations.
Multi-focal displays such as the early prototype by Rolland et al.
[146] do not rely on eye tracking. They stack multiple physical
display planes to achieve near-correct focus cues. Akeley et al.
were the ﬁrst to explore displays with multiple focal distances [7]
in order to reduce viewing discomfort. They reduced Rolland's 14
layers to only 3. An analysis by McKenzie et al. found that the
maximum separation of the planes should be 1 Dioptre [117]. A
follow-up study found that accommodation responses to real and
depth-ﬁltered stimuli were equivalent for image-plane separations
of 0.6–0.9 Dioptre [116], and concluded that depth-ﬁltering ap-
proaches based on multiple viewing planes can be used to pre-
cisely match accommodation and vergence.
Hoffman et al. showed that such a display is more comfortable
than classic stereoscopic displays [52] and that it produces nat-
ural-looking blur. Since they compared stereoscopic viewing to
natural viewing, this work is considered the ﬁrst one to con-
clusively prove that vergence–accommodation conﬂict is an actual
cause of discomfort. Instead of multiple physical projection planes,
the device by Love et al. [113] relied on a fast switchable lens with
multiple focal states, making it a better candidate for
miniaturisation.
Multi-focal displays require a static viewing position. This
makes them unsuitable for e.g. cinema viewing, but interesting for
head-mounted displays. Hoffman's device was very large and re-
quired the viewer's eyes to remain ﬁxed, but Liu et al. introduced a
see-through head-mounted display with multiple focal planes in
the same year [110]. Their monocular prototype was aimed at
augmented-reality applications, such that virtual objects would
have the correct amount of focal blur, once inserted into a scene.
5.3. Crosstalk
Because crosstalk strongly depends on the display itself, much
research has gone into hardware improvements, or combinations
of hardware and software. Some progress is automatic: faster LCD
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have already reduced some of the causes of ghosting without
targeting it speciﬁcally. In this section, we list some recent display
advances speciﬁcally designed to reduce or eliminate crosstalk.
Several authors have explored projection-type auto-stereo-
scopic 3D display systems which utilise parallax barriers
[142,96,105] in order to reduce crosstalk. Xue et al. reduced
crosstalk in autostereoscopic displays by applying advanced
backlight control [200]. Ma et al. combined image processing with
a novel display which split a pixel into multiple zones [115]. Kim
et al. [82] applied a micro lens array ﬁlm and a mapping algorithm
for a handheld diamond pentile-based display.
Many modern stereoscopic displays are typically incompatible
with 2D viewing. A viewer without special equipment (passive or
active glasses) will perceive a distorted combination of both the
left and right view. Scher et al. proposed a method for reducing
ghosting for 2D viewing by adding a third image, designed to
cancel one of the original stereoscopic views. Viewers with 3D
glasses will be presented with the left and right views only. For
viewers without special glasses, the sum of the three images will
amount to the left view only, without interference from the right
view [151].
With the increased competition in the 3D display market, many
innovations have been patented. Recent patented improvements
claimed to reduce crosstalk include a slantwise strip parallax
barrier [20], spatially modulating illumination beams [93], im-
proved slit gratings [59], improved polarisation [184], and a retro-
reﬂective display [42]. There have also been devices with im-
proved shutter timing [128].6. Discussion
There has clearly been much progress in reducing visual dis-
comfort, but there is still a long way to go. While some of the
algorithms listed certainly improve comfort, others are a matter of
taste. Indeed, it is not always clear if there is a solution that will be
preferred by all viewers. However, subject to these caveats, what
can we say about the general minimisation of visual discomfort?
First of all, it is important to perform the acquisition properly.
This means parallel cameras with a baseline similar to the average
human interocular distance. The cameras should be properly ca-
librated and aligned to avoid vertical parallax, and images should
be cropped to avoid showing objects not visible to both eyes. Toe-
in conﬁguration is considered best avoided [9]. These simple
measures can eliminate some of the worst causes of discomfort,
and avoid the need for complicated post-processing.
It is also important to keep on-screen disparities in check, by
concentrating most of the scene within a 3D volume that is rela-
tively compact in depth. There are rules of thumb available for ﬁlm
makers, and following these can make any subsequent processing
easier, and minimise strong distortions caused by subsequent
image warping and nonlinear mapping. Cuts should be used
sparingly, and should be arranged so that large disparity jumps are
avoided. This can be difﬁcult because cuts are typically introduced
during the editing process, after the material has already been
ﬁlmed. Where this is not possible, a cross-fade could be used in-
stead of a cut, or a dynamic disparity mapping added during post-
processing to reduce the discrepancy in depth. Where possible,
fast motion in depth should be avoided, because vergence is im-
peded by incorrect accommodation cues.
6.1. Important features
There is an inherent difﬁculty in comparing the performance of
different models of discomfort prediction. The lack of standardiseddatasets means that different methods based on different features
(such as disparity and motion statistics) will typically regress to
different opinion scores based on different experiments with dif-
ferent input data, making a head-to-head comparison impossible,
and a large-scale comparison of all presented methods is beyond
the scope of this review. Development of standardised bench-
marks will help compare different methods on equal footing.
Still, most computational methods of discomfort are compared
to other existing methods on small experiments. This provides an
indication of which image features are useful, and largely conﬁrms
the insights from the study of visual discomfort. Existing evalua-
tion suggests that a combination of multiple cues performs better
than relying on a single discomfort cue [90,32,31]. Giving more
weight to features in salient regions has also shown to be useful
[31], though accurate gaze prediction remains a difﬁcult problem.
Finally, models which incorporate perceptual insights such as
Weber's law [29], winner-takes-all strategy [97] or models of
disparity perception in humans [35] and neural disparity models
[135] have shown superior performance.
6.2. State of the art
There are effective methods for dealing with crosstalk and
many recent improvements. Since crosstalk is ultimately caused by
imperfect display equipment, this issue is closely related to the
development of display technology, as discussed in Section 5.
There has been a steady progress in this ﬁeld which is expected to
continue, even though many of the innovations are covered by
patents.
Excellent results have been obtained in terms of disparity
mapping, as discussed in Section 4.1. Many methods are capable of
automatically processing existing stereo images and videos, and
they were shown to reduce discomfort. Powerful warping and
scaling methods were adapted from image processing to reduce
image and video distortion. This continues to be a very active ﬁeld,
so further improvements are likely.
Much less promising results have been obtained regarding ar-
tiﬁcial depth-of-ﬁeld. Current eye-tracking technology does not
seem to be good enough to allow artiﬁcial blurring capable of
fooling the human eye. Even though some experiments reported
improved immersion, no experiment conclusively showed an im-
provement in comfort, and many reported the effect to be dis-
tracting and unpopular [19,38]. However, there is evidence that
artiﬁcial DoF can alleviate the vergence–accommodation conﬂict
[183] and recent experiments show that a simple DoF model can
decrease discomfort for some viewers in a VR scenario [19], so
more progress can be expected as eye tracking technology con-
tinues improving.
The effect of 3D saliency is inconclusive. Although many algo-
rithms built on salience models, the actual role of salience in these
models is hard to measure. While saliency maps may indicate
which areas of the image are more likely to be viewed, and this
knowledge can be used to boost average numbers, discomfort is
often caused by peripheral effects such as excessive disparities
near screen edges. Additionally, reducing distortions in salient
regions often introduces more distortion in less salient regions,
even though some viewers will also look at these.
Comparatively little has been done to address motion speciﬁ-
cally. Several mapping methods exist for dealing with fast motion
in depth, and they were shown to improve viewer comfort and
produce pleasing motion. But it remains unclear how to deal with
long scenes that contain many moving objects.
The success of recent methods that jointly address the multiple
causes of discomfort indicates the importance of a broad approach,
as discussed in Section 3.6. However, it will be necessary to bal-
ance different solutions, because they can conﬂict: e.g. disparity
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to less natural-looking motion and scene geometry. This will mean
development of better cost functions, and a way to adapt them to
individual users. Since causes of discomfort are so varied, it is to be
expected that algorithms will address many different aspects of
discomfort in the future.
6.3. Open issues and future steps
Since this is a new ﬁeld, direct comparison of methods is
complicated by the lack of a standard benchmark shared by all
groups. The development of the datasets discussed in Section 3.8
will hopefully solve this problem. A related issue is that all
methods listed in this review attempt to model and reduce the
“absolute” level of discomfort associated with stereoscopic view-
ing, but not all discomfort is due to stereoscopic effects. Many
natural situations are distinctly uncomfortable, including ex-
tremely close objects (extreme convergence) and quick changes in
depth, so it is not surprising that viewing a stereoscopic re-
presentation of such scenes is uncomfortable. Comparing stereo-
scopic material with a real-life baseline would be helpful in es-
tablishing the limits of what is possible, and lead to a better un-
derstanding of what makes stereoscopic material different but this
is difﬁcult and has largely been sidestepped in existing literature.
Among the few studies which attempted to do this was the work
of Hoffman et al. [52] which established that vergence–accom-
modation conﬂict was a major source of discomfort.
Viewing discomfort is very important because it can degrade
viewing experience, but it is necessary to balance discomfort
against other factors. For example, improving depth perception
and vergence–accommodation conﬂict can result in otherwise
degraded and unnatural image. Similarly, most guidelines en-
courage relatively “ﬂat” scenes which might appear bland and
unappealing. Recent work in Quality Assessment and Quality of
Experience has begun to incorporate measures of discomfort,
leading to an overall quality assessment of stereoscopic images
and videos, as discussed in Section 3.7. The associated datasets will
be important in measuring the overall effect of each new method
for reducing discomfort.
It is more difﬁcult to balance discomfort with creative freedom.
It is apparent that comfortable stereoscopic material must be
strongly constrained in terms of disparity range, and type and
speed of movement. Many directors ﬁnd these constraints too
limiting, especially knowing that most 3D movies are also shown
in 2D, which is a much less constrained medium. Development of
new methods which do not affect scene geometry, such as dy-
namic range and selective blur [19] could help to relax some of
these constraints.
There is a fundamental limitation to most presented algorithms
in that they attempt to ﬁnd a universal, generalised measure of
discomfort, yet it is known that discomfort depends on many
factors, and varies from individual to individual. Also, people will
perceive a scene differently in terms of viewing location and
speciﬁc sequence of ﬁxations. A small number of algorithms pre-
sented in Section 4.1 can adapt to speciﬁc individuals, but this is
still a small ﬁeld. Furthermore, it has been shown that top-down
processes can improve attention models [6], so computational
models will need to incorporate high-level semantics from a scene
understanding system. No existing models currently use such in-
formation, but powerful scene understanding systems are avail-
able and could be combined with existing models [56,182]. A
major difﬁculty is that so much of today's media is not persona-
lised, but viewed together with others, e.g. 3D movies in cinemas.
This is also an important factor limiting the effectiveness of
models based on eye tracking (in addition to latency and preci-
sion). The perceptual disparity model by Didyk et al. [35] can beused to process the image using special viewing hardware, mod-
ifying the disparities in a user-speciﬁc way, and this could po-
tentially be extended to multiple viewers.
Personalised discomfort reduction is likely to accompany the
spread of alternative viewing devices such as smartphones, tablets
and HMDs. These devices are typically used by one user at a time,
making personalised methods more applicable. Additionally, since
the viewing distance is not ﬁxed in the case of handheld devices,
these algorithms will have to take changing viewing position into
account.7. Conclusions
We have presented a comprehensive overview of methods and
techniques for reducing visual discomfort, in relation to stereo-
scopic 3D viewing. To our knowledge, this is the ﬁrst review that
speciﬁcally addresses solutions, rather than causes.
While many problems remain unsolved, there has been much
progress in this interdisciplinary ﬁeld. A combination of best
practices during acquisition, together with recent post-processing
algorithms, can signiﬁcantly improve the 3D viewing experience.Acknowledgement
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